


HeadLines
03.02.2022   Thursday 

1. Interim relief to MediaOne ban to continue till Centre submits security reasons 
in Court.

2. Govt files plea against High Court order restricting survey for SilverLine Project.

3. Kerala cabinet approves 28 additional fast-track courts to handle rape, POCSO 
cases.

4. Rome trial court acquits Enrica Lexie marines who shot dead Indian fishermen.

5. ‘Indian intelligence service’ bought Pegasus from Israel, coordinated with 
Mossad: NYT reporter.

7. U.P. Assembly election | Sanjay Chauhan getting impatient as ally SP delays 
seat allocation.

8. DR Congo: Power cable collapse at Kinshasa market kills 26.

9. DeepMind AI rivals average human competitive coder.

10.Satellite images show Russian military buildup around Ukraine.

11. Biden sending more troops to Europe amid Ukraine tension.

Headlines Vocab

1. ally (noun) 
a person who helps and supports somebody who is in a difficult situation, espe-
cially a politician                                                                                                                                                               
"His sister was his ally against their grandparents."

2. DeepMind AI  DeepMind Technologies is a British artificial intelligence  research 
laboratory founded in September 2010. DeepMind was acquired by Google in 
2014.
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WORLD CANCER DAY is observed on the 4th of February to give awareness on 
Cancer, inorder to reduce illness and death rate across the world. Let's fight 
together against the global cancer epidemic, which was  observed since 
2000.'Close the Care Gap' is the theme of World Cancer Day. 2022_-24. Let's work 
together to create awareness on this.

FACING YOUR FEAR

All living being has emotions and one among them is fear .There are many types 
of fear. Height ,spider,snake, darkness,public speaking etc.
Studies and resreaches says fear factor can differ from gender to gender.Men 
have more materialitic fear and women have psychologically fear.Men learn to 
face quicker but women takes time,they become stronger than men.,This is be-
cause the accomplishment of their emotional fear makes them more confident in 
themselves 
Fear and always be conquered with time just have to believe in ourselves.
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